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In-situ PXRD for studying nanocrystal synthesis and growth

Synchrotron

Reactions taking place under sub- and supercritical conditions can be studied with a time resolution of a few seconds using
high energy X-rays from a synchotron. This allows for real time observation of nanocrystal formation and growth.
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Integration

Sequential Rietveld
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Time resolved data acquisition on
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Spinel LiMn2O4 nanocrystals for Li-ion batteries
Spinel LiMn2O4 can be used as a cathode material in Li-ion batteries. The
Li-ions diffuse in and out of the crystal structure during cycling.

Li-ion diffusion in LiMn2O4 takes place via a 3-dimensional tunnel network created
by octahedral and tetrahedral holes in the spinel structure. The Li-ion diffusion
length is decreased in nanocrystals compared with bulk samples. Nanocrystals can
also better accommodate for structural expansion/contraction during Li-ion
insertion/extraction.

Hydrothermal synthesis of LiMn2O4
The first product of the hydrothermal reduction reaction is spinel LiMn2O4
nanocrystals. The spinel structure is not stable under the hydrothermal reaction
conditions and reduces further into Mn3O4 nanocrystals.
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The reactions likely taking place in the hydrothermal system are shown in
equations (1) and (2) above. The reactions are redox reactions where an organic
reductant (here ethanol) reduces Mn(7+) in steps and Li-ions are inserted/extracted
in each of the reactions.
The reaction conditions series studied here is a molar mixture of Li:Mn:EtOH = 2:4:7
at 250 bar and constant temperatures of 220°C, 260°C, 300°C, 350°C and 400°C.

Outlook
Further analysis of the in situ data in order to control phase purity and nano
particle size using temperature and synthesis time are to be done. Results will be
used to optimize flow reactor synthesis of LiMn2O4.
Fitting of phase formation curves to Johnson–Mehl–Avrami kinetic model will be
done to evaluate rate constants at different temperatures and evaluate activation
energies of reactions by using the Arrhenius equation.
In-situ total scattering measurements have recently been
conducted to try to understand transformation from initial
amorphous precursor to crystalline products.
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First results
Weight fraction, particle sizes and unit cell parameters plotted as a function of
reaction time in the hydrothermal system. Different colors represent diffeent
temperatures. The information from PXRD-patterns extracted via sequential
Rietveld refinements.

